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littk Preston 

A demesne, mentioned in 1226, was called inland and included a garden, pasture for 
sheep 'beyond a park', and pannage for pigs within the park. In 1327 there was a chief 
messuage with herbage and fruit, 120 acres in demesne, 4 acres of enclosed pasture, and 
various pieces of dispersed demesne pasture, a wood, and a fishery, with 10.5 
yardlands 16. 

No furlong details survive. In 1432, 40 oaks were to be left in the outer mounds of the 
wood, until the adjacent sale called Assheby Hewen was cut, to repair the manor and 
houses 17. Licence was given in 1525 to remove 18 trees and odds of oak, ash, maple and 
asp growing in the borders or meres of Litde Preston and in the bounds of the Preston 
woods. Trees within 11 yards of the borders of the wood 'next to the enclosures of Peter 
Collis' shows that there were several enclosures. 

1 NRO K Ch 106. 
2 NROKI55. 
3 Pipe RoU Soc. 24 (1900) p. 151. 
4 BL Egerton 3033 f.92. 
5 NROKI55. 
6 NROK56-7. 
7 NRO K48-53; K59, K67. 
8 NROK343. 
9 NRO Knighdey court rolls A.iv.l8, and A.i~.IO. 

10 Id.A.iv.9. 
11 NROKI54. 
12 NRO K56-7; the final proceedings were enrolled in Chancery in 1674, stating that enclosure had 

occurred 13 years previously, PRO C 78 1928 (12). 
13 E.M. Leonard, Enrolled Decrees of Clumcery 1928, referring to Preston. 
14 NRO K Ch. 97. 
15 NRO Knighdey court rolls A.iv 4,6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16. 
16 PRO C 135 1 (5) m.4. 
17 NRO K232. 

Radstone 

M 1973 
There were two separate vills in the parish, Upper Radstone, which is shrunken, and 

Nether Radstone, entirely deserted, as well as a wood called Short Grove. There were 
two townships; the boundary between them is marked on an undated map of c. 16001 

and is confirmed by field-system studies. The two-setdement arrangement cannot be 
related to the recorded manorial descent and most likely has a Saxon origin. Not much 
detailed information has been found for Lower Radstone. 

What is probably Upper Radstone had two fields in c. 1225, South Field and North 
Field2, and the same two names were given for the glebe yardland in 1705-83• Twenty 
one ridges (or lands) laid in each field; hence 1 yardland was 21 acres. 

Magdalen College, Oxford, had a yardland in Upper Radstone described in a terrier 
of 1694 copied, in 17404• From the 1694 names and abuttals and the enclosed field 
names marked on a map of 18125, the furlongs of Upper Radstone can be identified. 

Demesne imd yardlands. In 1279 most of the manor was in hand with sales of corn ricks, 
animals, butter, and milk. There was a staff of a reeve, mower, and cowherd, each paid 
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3s. There were repairs of old ploughs, a new one bought, wages of the smith for hinges, 
clasps and horseshoes made and 6 horses shod. Much of the corn and peas was stored in 
150 ricks6• 

In 1637 Radstone had 25 yardlands, all belonging to the lord except for 1 of glebe and 
1 yardland the property of Magdalen College 7• The area of open field including 
meadow, balks and hades was 775 acres, from which each yardland was 31 acres. The 
demesne was a further 521 acreS (of which 94 acres were woodland). The greater part 
consisted of High Field 144 acres, Chappell Field 33, Matthews Field 96, and meadows 
73 acres. 

The last two fields add up to 129 acres and probably were farmed with the High Field 
144 acres as a two-field system. Four tenants farmed a few small closes and 19 yardlands. 
The whole comprised 1,316 acres. In hand were two coppices, 50 acres of which were 
recommended for grubbing ups. 

The 2 hide assessment of 10869 suggests there were 12 yardlands to the hide. 
Radstone seems to have been enclosed by private agreement in 1740, when new 

closes are described lO• The glebe was open field until 1736 but in 1752 the two groups of 
lands were said to lie in two closes. 

1 NRO photostat 1026, deeds of Merton College, Oxford. 
2 Gray p. 479 from Magdalen College charter B 148. 
3 NRO Radstone glebe terriers. 
4 NRO photostat 1031. 
5 NRO photostat 1029. 
6 BL Harl. roll K29. 
7 NRO photostat 1030. 
8 NRO photostat 1032. 
9 Thorn and Thorn 22- 5. 

10 NRO photostat 1031. 

Raunds 

M 1969 ' H P 1798 (furlongs) F 1739 
The large parish ofRaunds contains two townships and two deserted vills called West 

Cotton and Mallows Cotton. There were 2 principal manors at Raunds, but they laid in 
close proximity and do not relate one to one township and one to the other. Analysis of 
the field systems shows that part of the Cotton township had been annexed to Raunds by 
1433. Some furlong boundaries and names are mapped on the enclosure award plan, 
without indication ofland orientation. A field book made by John Brasier in 1739 is one 
of the series made for establishing the precise extent of the Gloucester Fee for the Duke 
ofMontagu 1 • A plan has been reconstructed using enclosed field names and the Brasier 
survey2, shown on Figure' 9. 

A two-field arrangement was in operation (in the demesne, which was dispersed) in 
13273• The field book shows there was a double three-field system in 1739, one system 
being associated with each of the two main parts ofRaunds, called the North End Fields 
and Thorpe End Fields from 1580 onwards4• The arrangement can be shown to have 
been in existence in 1349, when a terrier describes furlongs in the Thorpe End Fields 
only5. A holding of 1484 had its lands dispersed in the North Fields. Although the 
demesne goes through both systems, individual yardlands do not. There were three 
fields in Thorpe End Fields by 1686 and in the North by 17226• 
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The sizes and amounts ofley in the North Fields in 1739 were: 

Field No. of lands No of Percent 
and leys leys leys 

North Hill Field 1872 44 2.35 
Nichols Willows Field 1535 34 2.21 
Black Field 1685 76 4.51 

Totals 5092 154 3.02 average 

Common orders were mentioned in 14007 but are not listed until 1533 onwards. 
There were 8 great beasts allowed to 40 acres of arable in 1533 (increased to 10 by 1735) 
and 40 sheep to 40 acres in 1565. The yardland was stated to be 40 acres in 13188, and, 
like Rushden, all yardlands except villein land had been broken up and dispersed by 
1400. 

The demesne of Burystead manor has been described in Chapter 5, that of the 
Gloucester Fee is discussed below. Both are plotted on Figure 9. 

Analysis of the details of individual land ownership in the 1739 field book has little to 
offer in proving the existence of a regular tenurial order. A more regular arrangement is 
suggested from the 1349 terrier which gives the names of the neighbours on 28 
occasions. There are 16 different people 6 of them holding 57 percent of the positions. 
This is far from random, and probably indicates there had been a regular order. The 
breakdown of a regular tenurial cycle may be explained by the unusual amount ofland 
transaction and piecemeal breakdown of fixed-size medieval yardlands that was 
allowed on the Lancaster estates from the 14th century onwards. 

The tenurial detail has allowed identification an area of former woodland, probably 
disforested before 1086 (marked on Figure 9), as well as part of the former township of 
the Cottons which had been absorbed into Raunds before 1433. The Cottons were part 
of a large estate owned by the earls of Gloucester in the 12th century ~ater called the 
Gloucester Fee); the Duchy of Lancaster had no open-field land in the Cottons. A plot of 
the Gloucester lands reveals the old township boundary, confirmed in part by the 
furlong called Cotton Mere next to Stanwick, and from the furlong pattern ofRaunds 
and Ringstead on the north, discussed in Chapter 8. Evidence from aerial photography 
indicates that the north-western part of the field system was laid out in long strips before 
being split into the more. familiar furlongs (6 furlongs are in alignment in the North 
Field)9. 

Gloucester Fee. The Northamptonshire part of the lands of the medieval earls of 
Gloucester passed to the crown in 1521 after Edward Duke of Buckingham was 
beheaded1o• The estate lay mainly in the Huxlow Hundred, but included about half of 
Ringstead and Raunds. The overlordhsip of the property was granted to Thomas, earl 
of Exeter in 1609 and sold to Edward, first lord Montagu of Bought on in 162911 • Until 
the late 18th century, manorial courts were maintained to raise small sums of money . 
due when property was alienated by sale or descent. 

The Gloucester Fee lands in Raunds are partly identified in the 1739 field book as the 
lands belonging to Elizabeth Drage, which have a G marked at the appropriate entries. 
There were many more farms that belonged, which were identified in c. 1 730 by 
searching court rolls from about 1600 for evidence of property transactions and lists of 
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the Gloucester Fee holders. None of the 1730 lists is quite complete, but since the 
original court rolls survive, Gloucester Fee holdings can be identifed12• 

The Gloucester Fee acreage of Gage's manor given in a 1661 deed of purchase was 
120 acres ~ the open fields. Furnells, the main Gloucester Fee manor, is more difficult 
to quantify because it is not possible to distinguish former villein holdings from demesne 
land let as farms. An extent ofFurnells manor in 1600 states that 40 acres belonged to it; 
this is the best estimate13• The following 1739 properties were identified as Gloucester 
Fee from court rolls. 

Elizabeth Drage 144 acres Thomas Muskitt 2 
Thomas Askham 20 Richard Rawlins 4 
Lady Wentworth 30 
John Aspinal 48 Sir John Langham 
Dr. Will. Dillingham 28 Fumells' manor 40 
Samuel Richardson ·60 Gages' manor 120 

The Gloucester Fee land has been plotted on Figure 9. The demesne can be seen to lie 
in a block around the manor site on the north west. 

Raunds was enclosed in 179714. 

1 NROML 124. 
2 A list of the furlong names, sizes and early name-forms is given in Raunds, Picturing the Past by D. Hall, R. 

Harding, and C. Putt (1988) pp. 312-5. 
3 PRO C 1356 m.27; Raunds pp. 61-8. 
4 NRO Duchy of Lancaster court roll 22 Eliz I in X707. 
5 NRO court roll 23 Edw 3 in X705. 
6 NRO QCR 49, 52; FH 553, FH 556. 
7 NRO court roll 2 Hen IV in X705; Raunds pp. 64-5. 
8 Calendar of Inquisitions Miscellaneous ii 1307-1349 (1916) p. 92. 
9 Hall 1982, Mtdinxd F~1ds p. 50. 

10 Bridges ii 57-61. 
11 NRO Bucdeuch, 22-5 and 22-6, in X887. 
12 NRO Bucdeuch, 23-18 and 23-10, in X887. 
13 NRO, additions to the Langham Collection 1987; Raunds, deed to Henry Peyton 28 Feb. 1652 and 

extent 13 Nov. 1600. 
14 NRO Map 3124 (1798), which marks some furlong boundaries; Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. K 

p.359. 

Ravensthorpe 

M 1977 
Ravensthorpe parish contained the hamlet and township of Tee ton, and received the 

tithes of land that belonged to Cotoo, dispersed in the township of Guilsborough and 
Coton. 

Ravensthorpe had 3 fields in 1577 and 17241: 

Field Area in roods 
1577 1724 

Surlee 17 . 21 
Shardlaye 18 19 
Windmill 12 13 
Heath 5 
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The Mill field is small; it contained a large cow pasture at the time of enclosure 
(1795-6), and once. had been the same size as the others. 

There were 20.5 yardlands in 16032 and 20.25 yardlands were accounted for in a 
statement of property of c. 17883• A complaint by Teeton was made about its land tax 
when compared with Ravensthorpe in 1643, as described in Chapter 64• 

A terrier of 1315 described 5.75 acres in 23 parcels, each named with one neighbour, 
of whom there were only 3, indicating a regular order>. The 1577 terrier had 26 named 
neighbours, 2 people holding 88 percent of the positions. In 1724, in another terrier6, 

two of the neighbours were paired and show that a very regular order still persisted, 3 
neighbours holding 85 percent of the places. A topographic boundary was called the 
Toach hide parting, and indicates that there was a subdivision·of a tenurial cycle into 
smaller divisions called hides. 

Ravensthorpe was enclosed in 1795 when there were 20.5 yardlands7• The award 
gives the names of the furlongs in each new allotment; using terriers and enclosed 
field-names, most furlongs have been identified on a field survey plan, 

Teeton 

A survey of 1591 made by Ralph Treswell found that three freeholders had land in 3 
fields8: 

Low Field 
Underhill field 
Mill Field 

1 

21.5 acres 
28.75 

2 

25.75 
31.5 

3 

34.25 
31.5 
28.3 

The first two properties have a note referring to their land 'in these two fields', which 
might be taken to mean there were two fields, the third being demesne. However the 
third field, Mill Field, has references to the other two tenants as neighbours, so they did 
have land there. Either the survey is incomplete or there had been extensive exchanges 
prior to the intended enclosure. A terrier of 1310 granted 3 roods in 4 parcels, all with 
the same neighbours on each side, indicating a regular order9. 

There were 25 or 25.75 yardlands in 1603 1O.·ln 1638 the demesne was said to have 
been 9 yardlands when enclo~ed 46 years before (1592), and kept 2 ploughs upon it 11. 

Teeton was open in 1591 when it was surveyed, and in the same year there was an 
agreement for the fields 'to be divided up' between the lord Robert Breton and the 3 
freeholders 12. 

1 NRO S(G)257; X6581 Bundle 19. 
2 NROLT85. . 
3 NRO S(G) 273. 
4 NROLT416. 
5 NROLT64. 
6 NRO YZ 2989. 
7 Act NRO D2462; Map 2877 (1795); Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. K p.145; S(G) 273. 
8 NRO LT 80. 
9 NROLT 59. 

10 NRO LT 85, LT 466. 
11 NRO LT 163. 
12 NRO LT 83. 
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Ringstead 

THE OPEN FlELDS OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

M 1969 P c. 1838 (furlongs only) 
The parish includes the deserted settlement of Mill Cotton, some of deserted Mallows 

Cotton and part of the Cottons' township. 
There were three fields from the late 16th century until the 19th century. They were 

slightly unequal; a terrier of .1651 1 describes land split between the Field next to 
Denford, Middle Field, and the Field next to Raunds as 6.455, 9.13 and 7.33 acres (9, 
20, and 15 lands), and in 1685 there were similarly 5.25, 10.125 and 7.5 acres (10, 14, 
and 14 lands). By 1742 until 1838 there was a fourth field, the Round Field, mainly 
taken out of Middle Field. It seems to have been only a locational name as it was run 
with Middle field for cultivation2• 

An outline furlong map of c. 1838, with names but no lands or great fields marked, 
can be exactly related to the fieldwork surveyed map3. A few of the furlongs around the 
parish boundary are named in a 1591 survey4. 

No yardlands are mentioned at Ringstead in the post-medieval period; they were 
probably dispersed early, as at Raunds and Hargrave. No manorial lands can be 
identified and it is unlikely that any manor houses were maintained by the two estates 
that owned Ringstead. 

As with Raunds the relationship of Mill Cotton to the fields is of interest. However no 
evidence survives to mark it out by the tenurial relationships; neither Ringstead nor 
Shelton churches had any glebe, the distribution of which would have revealed the 
township boundary. The physical layout of furlongs against the present-day Raunds 
parish boundary mirrors the discontinuity found on the Raunds sides. 

·Uncertainty remains about the boundary with Mill Cotton. The date of absorption 
is probably the same as that for Raunds, before 1591 from the township-boundary 
survey and probably before 1433. By 1634 all the Cotton furlongs within Ringstead 
parish had been incorporated into 'The field next Raunds'6. Contraction of arable 
occurred, with peripheral furlongs near the river meadows towards Woodford left as 
leys and common. 

Ringstead was enclosed in 18397• 

1 NRO Latham Charity 307 and 209 (1588, 1617); SS 3501 (1634), SS 3503 (1651); CS 133 (1685), 135 
(1697), 34417 (1742). 

2 NRO CS 81. 
3 NRO CS 131. 
4 PRO DL 42 117 ff.193-4. 
5 See plan in Hall, Medieval Fields p. 29. 
6 NRO SS 140a. 
7 Act NRO C{S) 100; Map 3001 (1841); Award ML 1550. 

Rothersthorpe 

M 1977 
A field-survey plan has been published 1• 

Three fields operated in 1344; a 9-acre grant lists 3 acres (4 parcels) in an unnamed 
field; 3 acres (3 parcels) in South Field; and 3 acres (3 parcels) in West Field2• There were 
still three fields in 1803 when three consolidated farms were leased. They were then 
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called Bridge Field, Garberd Field and Spout Field. Nearly all the township belonged to 
one person and any detail of tenurial order is lost3• 

The number ofyardlands was 64 in 18104. In the Domesday return of 1086 there 
were 3.5 hides, equating at c. 18 yardlands per hide. The 1694 demesne was 13 
yardlands5 which agrees exacdy with Domesday demesne6 assessed as 2 of .the 7 
ploughlands (64 yardlands times 2/7 times 2.5/3.5 (since only the largest of the three 
estates of 2.5, 0.5 and 0.5 hides had any demesne; see Chapter 5)). 

The yardland size can be calculated at 19 acres in 16547 but this must be slighdy too 
large from the total acreage of c. 1213 and 64 yardlands; the size was probably about 1 7 
acres. Stinting in 1778 was 1.5 cows, 1 horse and 16 sheep in summer and 18 in winterS; 
reduced in 1801 to 1.25 cows and 14 sheep all the year round9. 

A wood is mentioned in 1086; in 1295 it is specified as being in Salcey Forest and 
further located in 1567 as Thorpe Wood lying in 2 coppices in the parish ofRoade 10• 

The wood is now pulled up but is still called 'Thorpe Wood Farm'. In 1086 it was 5.5 by 
1.5 furlongs, or 82.5 acresll . Rothersthorpe had a close of meadow in Wootton called 
Arksholme 12. 

Enclosed in 180913• 

1 D. Hall and P. Martin 'Rothersthorpe Field Survey' in CBA Group 9 Newsletter 12 (1982) pp. 52-6. 
2 R.M.Serjeantson, A History oJSt GiIes Northampton (1911) p. 321. 
3 NRO Box 1914. 
4 Enclosure Award Enrolment Vol.N pp. 278-96. 
5 NRO Box 1914. 
6 Thorn and Thorn 48-9. 
7 NROTh899. 
8 NRO S(G) 499. 
9 NRO Box 1914. 

10 NRO Clayton 162. 
11 As £.n.6 
12 NRO ZA927. 
13 NRO Map 2872; Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. N p. 269 (1810). 

Rushden 

M 1980 H 
Most of Higham Ferrers Park, created before 1114, lay within Rushden parish 

until the 19th century (it is now included in Newton). The moated park lodge, 2 miles 
out of the vill, was the administrative manorial site until the 17th century. A detailed 
history of Rushden gives modern field names, furlong names and their locations 
marlc~d on a field-survey plan (Ruslulm, a Duc~ of Lancaster Village, D. Hall and R. 
Harding, 1985, pp. 71-96). It was shown that all the parish was opened up for 
agriculture by the early 12th century except for the deer park and adjacent Bencroft, 
lying at the south. 

There were two fields in 13241 and in 1327 (in the demesne2); this had changed to a 
three-field arrangement by 1571, but no details survive of the transformation. North 
Feld occurs in 1405, and South Feld and Park Feld in 1464, the last two names probably 
referring to the same area 3• In the 17th century the names were Long or Deane Field, 
Black Fen Field or High Field, and Brook Field. By the 18th century a fourth field-name 
appears, part of Black Fen Field being called Upper Field and cropped with Brook Field, 
lying away from it4. In 1777 the three cropping areas were: 
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30.625 acres Long Field 
Brook Field 
Upper Field 
Black Fen Field 

18.825 23.075 
4.25 

24.375 

The yardland was 40 acres in 13185 but, except for villein land, yardlands had been 
broken down into irregular holdings by 1400. The holdings and work-service were 
described in detail in c. 1350 before being lost to viewf'. In all there were: 

Soke of Higham 35 yardlands 
Soke of Fined on 10.5 (fonnerly belonging to a crown manor) 
Villein (bondhold) 12.5 

The tithe of the first two tenures was impropriated to Lenton Priory, Nottingham, 
before 1114, but the villein-land tithe remained with Rushden church and the lands are 
described in glebe terriers. The lands lay in blocks throughout the field system, which 
sugests that there was once a regular order oflands within the fields. The blocks vary in 
size from 2-40 adjacent lands, but most commonly there were 12- 15 lands lying 
together, corresponding to the number of villein yardlands. A regular order is implied in 
a 1556 description of a three-quarter yardland of bondhold belonging to Richard 
Boyfield, which laid between the lands of Thomas Launcebon on the south andJohn 
Burton on the north. No furlong names were given 7• 

Field regulations are referred to in court rolls of 1409, 1479 and 1482 (Chapter 2), 
and detailed lists survive from 1575 onwards; that for 1576 has been published8. In 1634 
and 1712 two farms grew equal amounts of corn and peas on their open-field land9. The 
animal stinting in 1591 was 4 sheep for every acre in the fallow field (4 sheep for 3 acres 
in all), and for every 60 acres in the other fields were allowed 10 rOther beast and 6 
horses 10• This is equivalent to 120 sheep, 10 beast and 6 horses for 90 acres of arable 
land in the three fields. A cow pasture existed by 1472. 

Details of the Park and its management have been printed 11. The demesne lay next to 
it on the north side, called the Park Old or Park Leys in 155112. Enclosed in 177813. 

1 PRO E 106 7121, m.8a, m.7b, describing a yardland. 
2 PRO C 1356 m.24, & m.27. 
3 NRO Duchy of Lancaster court rolls in X701- 2. 
4 NRO Rushden glebe terriers. 
5 Gal. Inq. Mise. 1916, no. 371. 
6 RusIuJen p. 58 from PRO DL 43 8/9. 
7 Duchy of Lancaster court roll 3 & 4- Phillip and Mary in NRO X704. 
8 RusluJen p. 91. 
9 Id. p.94. 

10 Id. p.137 from PRO DL 43 117 f.153. 
11 RusIuJen pp. 97- 109; see also Kerr, Higham Ferrers, pp. 15Q-173 and M. W. Beresford, History on tilt Ground, 

pp. 216-9. 
12 PRO DL 1 68 m.l1. 
13 Act NRO CAM 86; Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. Fp. 238. 

Rushton 

Rushton was divided into 2 parishes, and also contains the township ofBarford, which is 
deserted. 
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Rushton had 2 fields in the 14th century, one acre in one field and one acre in the 
otherl. It was enclosed piecemeal by Sir Thomas Tresham from 1581 to 16042. 

Barford 

Three fields operated in 1386, a terrier of 1.5 acres describes 0.5 acres in each of the 
, West, South and East Fields. A 1461 rental of the demesne lists parcels in tlle furlongs of 
the West Field 16.75 acres, East Field 19.75 acres, and South Field called Overfeld 
23.25 acres3• These laid in fairly small parcels in many furlongs indicating a dispersed 
demesne, and therefore a three-field system for the whole township. 

There were 10 copyhold yardlands and two cottages in 1461. Barford was assessed at 
I hide in 10864 and so there were 10 yardlands to the hide, the demesne not being 
allowed for. 

Barford was enclosed before c. 1720. Bridges5 refers to 5 yardlands in c.1638, 
implying that it was still open then. 

1 Gray p. 479 from BL Cott. Tib. E V f.84. 
2 M. E. Finch, Five Northamptonshire FamiliM 1540- 1640, Northamptonshire Record Society 29 (1956) pp. 74, 

87-88. 
3 NRO Buccleuch 10--30 and court roll 2 Dec. 9 Ric. IT, in X359. 
4 Thorn and Thorn 1- 21. 
5 Bridges ii p. 72- 3. 

Scaldwell 

M 1988 
Three fields are implied in 1571 from the cropping arrangement noted for that year 

(below). In 1609 they were called1: 

Arable 

Wood Field 4 roods 
Howse Field 4 
Brook Field 8.5 

1 
2 
1.5 

Total 

5 
6 

10 Total 21 roods 

The above land is for 0.25 yardland, whence a yardland was 21 acres; the distribution 
is irregular and there were 23 percent leys. 

Many open-field orders occur in Lamport court rolls; some of those made for 
Lamport and Hanging Houghton applied to Scaldwell. As with Lamport there were 
field orders made in 1567 and 1569 which were referred to later2. The stint in 1567 was 
4 drawing beast, 4 bullocks or cows, and 40 lambs per yardland. No sheep were to be on 
their own but placed in one of the four flocks, as long used (1569). Fulbeck, brigges leys, 
plank leys, east leys, and bells piece were to be used as beast pasture when the fields 
where they lie were wheat or corn 10 days after midsummer, and when peas the 13th 
day after midsummer (1571). A rick place was noted in 1577; those who enclosed 
common ground for rick places or fencing of wood should not keep them separate 
longer than their grain or wood was kept on the ground. 

Enclosed in 17753• 

1 NRO IL 3249. 
2 NRO IL 128 mm.33, 34 (1567); IL 123 m.43 (1569); IL 123 m.20 (1571), cfIL 128 m.29. 
3 Act NRO IL 2173; Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. D pA87. 
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